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Do you suffer from or are you struggling
from information overload?
Too much information but still you cannot

find the solution.
With the pandemic we have all become

experts at using technology; Zoom, MS
Teams, and so on. Also watching webinars 
or other web-based presentations and 
discussions. 
We all know how to use Google and we all

have pet sources to go to; an individual, a
company, an association etc. But can we find
the answer to that question?
Hopefully the answer is Yes, but I suspect

in reality the answer is No.

Change
So how do we change that No to a Yes?
I was speaking to a credit person recently,

they were between jobs, a victim of the virus
but even so they were so passionate about
being a credit professional. Their goal is 
to stay connected, stay up to date, stay 
knowledgeable and be a top class candidate
for that next open position.
We discussed where were the best places to

obtain information, stay informed and get
those quality answers. We had multiple
answers. From the CICM, Forums and
Mentors to all those electronic solutions
available to us.

Unchartered waters
We at the forums understand that today we are struggling with chal-
lenging times and unchartered waters and there are an increasing
number of people looking for that next position. We are keen to 
support those job-hunting credit folks so have come up with a 

tailored package for individuals that is
cheaper and easier to pay but still delivers all
the benefits. 
So back to the original question. How do

you find the answer to that question or that
solution?

Communities
Our forums are not just quarterly meetings.
They are communities, they are 24/7, 
they have a massive network of members,
subject experts, partners and contacts and
we pride ourselves in being a reliable source.
We have built respect and have an enviable
reputation.
Our Forums are the subjects discussed

(which are driven by the members), the 
community (driven by the members), and
the solutions to future challenges (driven by
the membership)
Our aim is to Connect the Credit
Community:
l Communication: The process of passing
information and understanding from one
person to another. In simple terms it is a
process of transmitting and sharing ideas,
opinions, facts, values, and so on from one
person to another or one organisation to
another.
l Networking: The action or process of
interacting with others to exchange 
information and develop professional or
social contacts.

l Add communication and networking together and they equal the
Forums.
The bottom line is we want to help you find the answers to those
questions. Stay Safe and Well. CCR

Finding the answer
The Forums are seeking to be the place to find credit 
community in these changing times
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